TONDEO
Scissors
PREMIUM
LINE

Made in
Germany
For over 75 years Tondeo have been renowned for quality hairdressing scissors. From the learning
apprentice to the most experienced, Tondeo can satisfy any scissor requirement. Available with micro
fine blade serration, or both blade razor edges polished, there is a quality Tondeo scissor for you.
Scissor styles include the Classic and Offset Handle, from 5” to 6.5” in length. Scissors designed for
the left-handed operator, plus texturizing and regular thinning scissors. Tondeo also offer a complete
scissor service.
Tondeo’s Premium Line scissors include: Zentao, Mythos, Element, Emotion and Inspire. Premium Line scissors
are developed by an expert team of TONDEO technicians, selected designers and top hairdressers. A combination
of unique comfort, innovative precision technology and an elegant design produce the brilliant, professional
scissors of this range. Those who give their best every day have a right to the best: the scissors in the Tondeo
Premium range.

ZENTAO

Extra large slim TONDEO “dagger blade” for highest quality and precision working.
Razor sharp “Double Grinding Technology” for incredible sharpness and durability.
Elegant, off-set handle design. Adjustable, invisible screw system for individual
adjusting. Made from extremely hard ball-bearing steel, nickel alloyed.

Zentao 9040

Zentao BLACK

TS904065 Offset 6.5”
TS904160 Offset 6”

Zentao 9041

Zentao 9041

ELEMENT
Element 9052

Ergonomical off-set design and anatomically designed lower
shank allows smooth swinging to neutral position. Long flat blade.
Off-set handle design. Made from extremely hard ball bearing
steel, nickel alloyed.

TS905255 Offset 5.5”

ORGANICS

Single-sided thinners with 32 teeth.
These scissors were developed for the organic haircut, in
cooperation with BrockmannundKnoedler. The thinning scissors
of the ORGANICS range are available with three different types of
teeth and are suitable specifically for a smooth cut in dry hair, in
accordance with the Organic Haircutting Concept of BUK.

Organics Thinners
6046

Organics Black with elegant black, high-gloss and non-allergenic
titanium coating.

TS6046575 Offset 5.75”
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TONDEO Made in
Scissors Germany
S-LINE

Scissors from the S-Line range are top class scissors. These scissors are the
perfect combination of innovative technology and exclusive design whilst
providing a maximum level of safety and comfort.

SUPRA CLASSIC TULIP

An elegant classic for a fine cut. The delicate, convex blade
and fine stem, allows good access to hair. Aesthetic design
includes gold-coloured logo, finger hook and screw design.

TS8558575 Single-sided thinners. 34 teeth. 5.75”
Supra Tulip 8558

SUPRA TS LEFT

Tondeo’s top class left-handed model. Combined with
the matching thinning scissors, this is the perfect pair of
scissors for left-handed hairdressers. Provides accurate cut
and stability.

Supra TS Left 8560L

TS8560L55 Left-handed Offset 5.5”

VICTORY
Victory 8552

E-LINE

Incredible design with radical offset & concealed screw system. Flat
pivot point. Ergonomical design. Made of high quality ball bearing
quality steel.

TS855255 Offset 5.5”

These scissors are lasting all-rounders as hairdressing tools. No matter which
cutting technique you use, scissors from the E-Line range are on the job with the
greatest precision.

ATELIER

OREA

TS805755 Classic 5.5”

TS802855 Offset 5.5” with stripe design
TS803255 Offset 5.5”

Atelier 8057

Orea 8032

An all-round classic style scissor. Razor sharp cutting
edges, perfect for the slice cutting of today. Includes
the ‘flat pivot’ screw for a smoother cutting action.

A robust all-round quality scissor. It has a pronounced
offset ensuring relaxed work and accurate cutting.
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Made in Germany
C-LINE

These scissors are best sellers. A combination of unbeatable price-performance ratio and
elegant, technically sound scissors, make this range hard to ignore. The C-Line range of
scissors are almost indestructible and they survive their daily use effortlessly.

CENTURY

A genuine century product. Persuasive slimline design with a wide
range of possible applications as slice, micro or thinning. Available
in the classic and offset designs.

TS751155 Offset 5.5”

Century 7511

CENTURY “SLICY” SAFE

This scissor has one blade shorter to help eliminate the possible
cutting of both the operator and the customer.

TS757050 Classic 5.0”

Century “Slicy” Safe
Classic 7570

CENTURY “SLICY” SAFE

CENTURY “SLICY” SAFE

TS757155 Classic 5.5”

TS7572525 Offset 5.25”

This scissor has one blade shorter to help eliminate the possible
cutting of both the operator and the customer.

Century “Slicy” Safe
Classic 7571

A-LINE

This scissor has one blade shorter to help eliminate the possible
cutting of both the operator and the customer.

Century “Slicy” Safe
Off-set 7572

This range of scissors are resilient with an attractive design.
Rely on the security of a major brand from the start.

PRIMO
An ideal scissor for both the apprentice and for those looking for a
quality scissor at an affordable price. With a single serrated blade and
incorporating an easily adjustable centre screw, interchangeable finger
rings and finger tang.

Primo 7001

TS700150 Classic 5.0”

SPOTS
An ideal scissor for both the apprentice and for those looking for a
quality scissor at an affordable price. With both blades razor sharp,
and incorporating an easily adjustable centre screw, interchangeable
finger rings and finger tang.

Spots 6015

TS601550 Classic 5.0”
TS601655 Classic 5.5”
TS601850 Classic Black 5.0” TS601955 Classic Black 5.5”
TS6017575 Offset 5.75”

SPIDER

TS705355 Heart Offset 5.5”
TS705655 Pirate Offset 5.5”
TS708255 Green Offset 5.5”
TS709955 Web Offset 5.5”
Spider 7082
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TONDEO
Made in
Scissors Germany
YOU scissors have
adjustable handles for your
personal cutting comfort.

YOU+ Offset
TS9945		
Black		

TS994265
Orange

TS9906		
Violet		

TS9943		
Orange		

TS9946
Black

MAINTENANCE & CARE
GENERAL: All tools should be cleaned or disinfected every day, so they are completely ready for use again the next day.
To help maintain the value and performance of your new TONDEO scissors please follow these care instructions:
• Only use scissors to cut hair (natural and synthetic hair)
• Remove all residual hair every day - especially from the pivot point.
• Oil cutting action area (pivot point) and cutting edges with accompanying oil stick
• Have your TONDEO scissors sharpened regularly
Every scissor is hand-made from stainless chromium steel without nickel alloy. One-sided micro-fine serration prevents the hair
from slipping away. A screw system ensures continuous precision. Pleasant handling is due to the round edges within the grip area.
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